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Preface 

I made a promise never again to drink wine in my whole life. 
Except for tonight, tomorrow night and all the other nights. 

��m�d Khur�s�n� 

 
The Uppsala University Library has over the course of the centuries 

brought together an invaluable collection of manuscripts and documents in 
various languages of the world. The duty of the writer of these lines has been 
to present the Persian manuscripts of this library which has been done in two 
ways: by writing of a catalogue of the Persian manuscripts and by the editing 
and publishing of some of the works included in it in order to illustrate the 
cultural works buried in the library and make them available for use by re-
searchers in the whole world. The compilation of the catalogue has been fin-
ished for some time now and is hopefully to be published soon. 

As regards the publication of the valuable texts found in this library up to 
now three books have been published: 1) Gul u Nawr�z by Jal�l ab�b Sh�r�z� 
(2001); 2) Fifteen Literary Mystical Poems (2004); 3) the present book. 

In this manner a total of thirty-six texts have been published and made ac-
cessible to researchers. 

The sources in this edition as well as the previous one are for the most part 
manuscripts or microfilms of this library. The editor has also collected a few 
of them during various trips to different countries, which has been noted in 
each particular case. 

While a majority of the treatises published in the present collection express 
a mystic viewpoint and some aspect of philosophy or are works on �ad�s, the 
editor has regarded them from the standpoint of literary quality.  

 
 

*** 

At the beginning of each of the twenty texts I have written an introduction in 
Persian as a presentation. Here are shortened versions of these in English so 
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that readers not knowing Persian and Arabic, can become acquainted with 
these texts. 

1. Futuvvat-n�mah by Khv�jah �Abdall�h An��r� (died 481/1088). 
Khv�jah �Abdall�h An��r�, a jurisprudent, scholar, Sufi, man of letters and 
fanatical Hanbalite1 of the fifth century, is so well known that there is no need 
to give an account of his life. I would, however, like to call attention to two or 
three points relevant to the present context. 

While examination of the life, thoughts and opinions of the old scholars 
requires specialized research and investigation adapted to each case, the exami-
nation of the lives of persons like Khv�jah �Abdall�h, who have exercised such 
great influence over the society of their time and played such an important 
role in the creation of events or in the social movements, is very sensitive. 
Therefore the researcher must carefully scrutinize all aspects of the history and 
events of the particular period to be able to give an impartial portrayal of the 
person and period in a vivid and dynamic way but without exaggeration and 
excess. It is a relatively easy and simple matter to portray a scholar who is a 
Sufi in a cave or a researcher, mathematician or man of letters who spends his 
life in the secluded corner of an observatory or the safe haven of his home. It 
is, on the contrary, not easy to portray individuals like Khv�jah �Abdall�h 
An��r� or his contemporary Mu�ammad Ghaz�l� (died 505/1111-2) or Khv�jah 
Na��r al-d�n us� (died 672/1273-4) who all played active roles in their respec-
tive societies. It is necessary to consider many aspects and to do it correctly; 
with this in mind we will give special attention to the case of Khv�jah 
�Abdall�h An��r� from the three vantage points below. 
 

I.  The socio-political point of view 

It is correct to say that Khv�jah of Herat was not a man of politics and he 
always kept his distance from men of state. Nevertheless, because he was the 
leader of a legal school and master of a Sufi brotherhood and spiritual guide of 
multitudes, his thoughts, words and deeds in the Herat of his day became the 
source of the ebb and flow of social and political events. He was a fanatical 
Hanbalite and with his mellifluous words and rhetoric he spoke eloquently 
against the innovations of the law schools and tenets of belief of others. In his 
need to prevent heresy his disciples would physically attack his opponents and 
even use clubs and he turned Herat into a field of fanatical sectarian battles 
which aroused the anger of the rest of his fellow townsmen as well as that of 
the ruling politicians against him. 

                               
1 Hanbalite faith: a famous school of sunni law and theology named after A�mad b. 	anbal (d. 
241/855). 
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For this reason the men of state of the time, among others Ni��m al-mulk 
of us (killed in 485/1092) were not on good terms with him, they even ex-
iled him from Herat several times. 
 

II. The enmity of Khv�jah towards wisdom and thinking 

In the history of the civilization of Iran Khv�jah was one of the greatest ene-
mies of wisdom and thought. He was a fanatical Hanbalite and as we know the 
Hanbalite school was the most superficial of all the famous schools of law 
within Islam, so much so that Muslims often regard them as anthropomor-
phists. Khv�jah �Abdall�h, who belonged to that inflexible and fanatical 
school, was a firm enemy of the theologians, philosophers and some of the 
other legal schools and intellectual groups. Consider an example of his behav-
ior in the story below and keep in mind that at the time Khv�jah was an eld-
erly man with many years of experience of the good and bad things of life. 

In Ramadan of 478/1086 as a result of the inflammatory speeches by Khv�-
jah against a philosophical theologian in Herat, his disciples made an attack on 
the home of the latter and struck him and beat him. He chose to escape and 
fled to P
shang where he sought asylum at the home of the judge Ab
 Sa��d, 
the lecturer at the Ni��miyah of P
shang. As a result of these events Khv�jah 
�Abdall�h was exiled to P
shang. Even there his disciples attacked the home of 
the judge and this second time they beat both the judge and the visiting theo-
logian. Then they painted the portal of the Ni��miyah black, shut the door of 
the Ni�amiyah and created disorder in the city.2 

Finally it should not be forgotten that the men of state of the period, that 
is, the Seljuqs essentially did not like philosophers, theologians, Mu�taziltes, 
Sh��ites and intellectuals, that is, they did not like debate on the how and why 
in matters of relgion which had repercussions in the worldly life. They pre-
ferred that the whole of the Islamic community become the same simple-
minded Sunn�s whose religion was pure. 

The closing of the shop of the intellectuals, or in other words the suspen-
sion of reasoning, cost the government its greatness. Besides it made the “ty-
rants”3 more unpopular than ever before, while personalities like Khv�jah 
�Abdall�h An��r� accomplished this big service without pay or favors and 
whose only motivation was religious fervor; in reality the innermost feeling of 
the politicians was that he was worth his weight in gold. In other words, at 
the heart of the matter of politics, the ruler of that age considered Khv�jah of 
Herat to be the best executor of his own policy and loved him for it. For this 
reason he went out of his way to praise him and even sent him presents. At 

                               
2 Al- Muntazam by Ibn al-Jawz� 9: 15�16 ( as tradited by Sarvar Mawl�’�, Introduction to the 
�abaq�t al-�ufiyah, p. 20 ff.) 
3 Attention is called to the story of the collecting of evidence by Khv�jah Ni��m al-mulk and 
the testimony by that Imam that “	asan is the best of the tyrants”. 
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the same time, however, he was not pleased when Khv�jah exceeded the limits 
and created new difficulties for the government. 

 
III. From the literary point of view 

Khv�jah of Herat was a “scholar of religion” and a “Sufi leader and spiritual 
guide”. It is his knowledge, learning and shrewd intelligence and other intui-
tions in relation to all the arts which make him an enduring personality in the 
history of the civilization of Iran. 

The influence of such persons was not made possible only by preaching or 
by pursuing mysticism. Khv�jah was a spiritual leader and a guide who brought 
order into the problems of livelihood and mundane cares of the everyday life of 
many of his contemporaries. The surety of the lives of many persons was in 
his power. How many legal disputes and personal quarrels concerning property 
or shops or a thousand other things did he not settle in the best manner with 
one word! And how many poor Sufis without a penny to their name did not 
acquire wife and livelihood through one indication from Khv�jah! The regula-
tion of a khanaq�h and instilling it with a spirit of piety and faith each day and 
making it more alive while at the same time not allowing poor mendicants to 
congregate and spend their lives idling away their time required a strength of 
organization and merits and virtues which Khv�jah necessarily possessed in 
concentrated form; otherwise this spiritual brilliance would not have shone 
forth. Furthermore how many charitable works such as the building of bridges 
and caravansarais were not carried out at his initiative and under his supervi-
sion!4 

No matter how great a scholar he is, the person who is more of a resort for 
settling people’s problems, cannot ordinarily find the opportunity for writing 
and authoring which requires leisure and a secluded corner. Thus when we 
consider many of the works of Khv�jah we see that they have originated in his 
congregations or meetings and were reported by his students and disciples. 
The Tafsir of the Kashf al-asr�r5 (assembled by Maybud�), the �abaq�t al-
��fiyah and the present Futuvvat-n�mah have been compiled in this manner. 

During his periods of exile Khv�jah had more opportunity to write person-
ally about questions of faith or the refutation of some person or some other 
sect or law school. 

Among the works of Khv�jah, the Man�zil al-s�’ir�n achieved most success 
and fame. The reason is also obvious: the secret of the fame of that book lies 
in the sharing of his widespread knowledge in the treated areas, namely relig-
ion and mysticism, his overflowing literary talent and his attentive care in 
                               
4 Another example of this type of person was Mu�ammad Mu’min Mashhad�, a Sufi of the 
Safavid period. Despite the fact that he was a scholar he spent most of his life doing this kind of 
works of charity and his only scholarly work is a commentary on the last part of the Qur’�n 
which the writer of these lines published in Tehran in 1361 (1983). 
5 It was published in ten volumes by Tehran University in 1331�1339 (1952�1960). 
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writing. His aim was to collect material and write on matters using logical 
verse in an eloquent and pleasing mold of expression. Khv�jah’s work was de-
scribed and commented by a category of learned men and mystics in periods 
following his death. 

Without a doubt an important part of the fame and influence of Khv�jah 
whether during his lifetime or after his death was due to his attractive speech 
and his forceful language. Whether it is his words spoken during his sessions 
as reported by students or whether he wrote them himself in his various trea-
tises and books, his charming prose was successful because of these qualities. 

In the world of “Persian culture” everyone who has gone to school has be-
come acquainted with the appealing words and prayers of Khv�jah. A detailed 
investigation of Khv�jah’s influence on Persian literature with testimony would 
require an enormous amount of time. Here I will refer to only one instance 
and that is the influence of Khv�jah of Herat on the master of prose and po-
etry, Sa�d�. (I have shown an example in the Persian introduction). 

 
The principle manuscript of the text: 

The text of the present copy of the Futuvvat-n�mah is based on a unique 
manuscript, contained in a collection with the number 2049 in the library of 
Aya Sofya in Istanbul. The present Futuvvat-n�mah runs from folio 149 to 
155 of this large and exquisite collection, containing various treatises and 
books all of which are on the subject of futuvvat and muruvvat and ascetism, 
gnosis and matters related to Sufism. It is an old manuscript which is written 
in naskh with 25 lines in every page. A microfilm copy of it is in the University 
Library of Uppsala, in the collection of Hellmut Ritter’s microfilms with 
number MF 15:587�588. 

2. D�v�n by 	asan Shamsh�r� with the pen-name “	asan” 
	asan Shamsh�r� was a celebrated Sufi and the Pole of the Age and the Grand 
Master in his own time. Today however he is completely forgotten and not 
even his name can be found in collections of poetry nor in the sources relative 
to Sufism. 

According to the account by ��d ��shiq Khush�n� in the book Bal�ghat al-
Mur�d (composed in Shavv�l 719/1319) he was at that date the Pole of the 
Age. Khush�n� quoted a passage from one of Shamsh�r�’s own works. 

However this may be, the only manuscript of the D�v�n of Shamsh�r� was 
copied in the year 738/1338 and the copyist mentions him as a person who is 
deceased. Thus his death seems to have occurred between the years 719 and 
738. 

From the poems of Shamsh�r� it can be concluded that he believed in the 
“oneness of being” (va�dat-i vuj�d) and was interested in sam��. His patro-
nymic “Shamsh�r�” indicates that either he or his forefathers exercised the craft 
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of sword-cutler. In the history of Sufism this is a very interesting circum-
stance. 

The only manuscript of his D�v�n is kept in the Sülaimaniye Library in Is-
tanbul with number H. Hüsnü 665, folios 112�120. There are one hundred 
and two verses in his D�v�n. 

3. D�v�n by ��d ��shiq Khush�n� with the takhallus “Jashn�” 
��d ��shiq was a learned mystic and poet. In Shavv�l of 719/1319 while living 
in the city of Nah�vand he wrote a book called Bal�ghat al-mur�d f� 	ar�q al-
awr�d. This book treats of Sufism and is in Persian prose to which he has also 
added many of his own poems. 

He refers to his own numerous writings and he gives the name of one of 
them as Kif�yat al-s�lik�n. The only manuscript of his D�v�n was written in 
the year 738 through the intermediation of his niece and the poet is men-
tioned there as a person who has died. His death, like 	asan Shamsh�r�’s, 
apparently occurred between 719 and 738. 

The manuscript with the number H. Hüsnü 665 in the Library of Sü-
laimaniye in Istanbul contains his collection of poetry, the Bal�ghat al-mur�d 
and the D�v�n of Shamsh�r�. 

Like his master Shamsh�r�, Khush�n� believed in the oneness of being 
(va�dat-i vuj�d) and defended sam��. His D�v�n contains one hundred and 
eighty-nine verses of poetry. 

Until now the names of Khush�n� and his master Shamsh�r� have been lost 
in obscurity. The biographies of the poets do not even mention their names. 

4. Muntakhab-i �d�b-i sam�� from the original by Ya�y� B�kharz� 
(died 736/1335-6); selection by an unknown man of letters 
Ya�y� B�kharz� was a learned Sufi who undertook many journeys and met 
many masters and became the pupil of several of them. He was from a family 
of Sufis and lived in Bukh�r� where he wrote a famous book in two volumes 
called Awr�d al-a�b�b va Fu��� al-�d�b. The first volume, Awr�d al-a�b�b, is 
about the prayers and blessings typicial of the Sufis and the second volume 
Fu��� al-�d�b is about the rules of Sufism. This second volume was printed at 
the University of Tehran in 1345/1966. 

A man of letters whom we cannot identify but who lived close to the time 
of Ya�y� B�kharz� chose the section of this book by B�kharz� called Fa�� �d�b 
al- sam�� (pp. 180�253 from the text of the Awr�d al-a�b�b published by Te-
hran University). 

The selection is very condensed but it corrects many of the errors or ambi-
guities and problems found in the published text of the Awr�d al-a�b�b. 
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The original of the manuscript is in the library of Aya Sofya in Istanbul 
with number 4792 and the microfilm containing this section is number MF 
15:1097 in the Ritter Collection of the Uppsala University Library. The editor 
has provided an explanation of B�kharz�’s sources in his introduction in Per-
sian to the present book. 

5.�d�b-i darv�sh� by Kam�l al-d�n 	�j� Mu�ammad Khab
sh�n� 
(died 938/1531-2) 
Kam�l al-d�n  	�j� Mu�ammad Khab
sh�n� was a Sufi notable of Transox-
iania and a Pir of both the Kubrav� and the �ahab� orders. He lived mainly in 
Khv�razm and thirty-seven well-known elders succeeded him. Being a master 
of Persian poetry and prose, he composed beautiful ghazals and took the pen 
name 	�j�. 

Beside the present book he wrote a collection of poetry, and two epistles by 
him were published in Rawz��t al-jin�n, v. II, p. 581�582 by J. Sul��n al-qurr�’� 
in Tehr�n 1349/1971. 

The text published here is based on the manuscript number 139 of the Li-
brary of Lala Ismail in Istanbul; the microfilm copy is number MF 15:2917 in 
the Ritter Collection of Uppsala University Library. 

6. Makt�b by Am�n al-d�n K�zir
n� (died 745/1345) 
Am�n al-d�n K�zir
n� was a mystic of F�rs who lived in Sh�r�z in the eighth 
century. He held the position of Shaykh al-Islam of F�rs. A large number of 
notables of that time, like Khv�j
 of Kirm�n and H�fi� of Sh�r�z, were devoted 
to him. 

He wrote the present Sufi epistle to another Sufi whose name was Darvish 
�Ali ibn H�j� Rashid. 

The manuscript of this Makt�b is kept in the library of Aya Sofya as num-
ber 4792 and a microfilm copy of it is in the Uppsala University Library (MF 
15:1093 and 1100 in the Ritter Collection). 

7. Andarz-n�mah by Ma�m
d ibn Faz�l 
This is the name of the man who is referred to in the manuscript as “Im�m” 
and who is unknown to the editor. He was probably a mystic of the eighth 
century hijra. 

The manuscript of the present work is in the library of Aya Sofya in Istan-
bul as number 4792 and there is a microfilm copy of it in the Library of the 
University of Uppsala in the collection of the microfilms of H. Ritter with the 
number MF 15:1094. 
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The present Andarz-n�mah is a beautiful example of Persian prose from 
around the eighth century and while it is reminiscent of the writings of Khv�-
jah �Abdallah An��r�, it is both more rhetorical and more profound than the 
writings of Khv�jah �Abdallah. The author was a mystic who was an inspiring 
thinker and an eloquent man of letters. 

8. Mu�taqad by Ab
 �Abdallah Mu�ammad ibn al-Khaf�f Sh�r�z� 
(died 371/982), translation by Zayn al-din N�’�n� 
Ibn al-Khaf�f was known as the Grand Master and is a famous Sufi and foun-
der of a special “path” with the name of Khaf�fiyya. He belonged to the Sh�fi�� 
law school and was a pupil of Ab
 al-	asan Ash�ar� which means that he was 
of the Ash�arite faith. It is reported in his biography that he met 	usayn ibn 
Man�
r 	all�j in prison. 

There are many extant works by him. His pupil, Ab
 al-	asan Daylam�, 
who wrote a biography of his life in Arabic, also dictated the present Mu�taqad 
in Bards�r in Kirm�n. The translator of this work, Zayn al-d�n N�’�n�, was 
probably a man of letters of the eighth century. 

The manuscript of this book is in the library of Aya Sofya in Istanbul with 
number 4792 and a microfilm copy of it is found in the Uppsala University 
Library (Ritter Collection, MF 15:1094). 

9. Mu�taqad by Ab
 Is��q Ibr�h�m ibn Mu�ammad Isfar�yin� 
(died 418/1027) 
Isfar�yin� was a famous theologian of the Shafi�ite school of law, Ash�arite as to 
beliefs, a scholar of religion, leader of the people of Khur�s�n and known as 
Ust�d (professor). 

���ib ibn �Abb�d, the famous vizier, maintained that Isfar�yin� was of spe-
cial importance to him. Many works by Isfar�yin� are extant. One is this very 
same Mu�taqad of which the original is in Arabic. The present Persian text is 
a translation made a number of centuries later but we do not know who the 
translator is. 

The manuscript of this book is in the Library of S�ehit �Al� in Istanbul with 
number 2703. (microfilm in the Uppsala University Library, Ritter Collection, 
MF 15:646). 

10. Mu�taqad by Sh�h Ni�matull�h Val� 
Sayyid N
r al-d�n Ni�matull�h ibn �Abdallah K
h’ban�n� Kirm�n� was a re-
nowned Sufi from the eighth and ninth centuries hijra. His forefathers lived in 
Aleppo. He was born in K
h’ban�n in the month Rajab 731/1331 and a hun-
dred and three years later died in the same place in Rajab 834/1431. 
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After his studies he traveled widely and then settled in M�h�n near Kirm�n 
where he built a kh�naq�h, a garden and a bathhouse. His path of Sufism was 
one of moderation and his policy toward rulers was one of reserve. For this 
reason his organization still exists and his followers are still found in Iran. 

He was a Sunni who belonged to the 	anaf� school of law but subsequently 
in Iran the Shi�ites claimed him as one of their own and publicized this as a 
fact. 

The original text of this publication is the manuscript number 4792 in the 
library of Aya Sofya in Istanbul (microfilm in the Uppsala University Library, 
Ritter Collection, MF 15:1094). 

11. Firqah’h�-yi muta�avvifah by Najm al-d�n �Umar ibn 
Mu�ammad al-Nasaf� (461-537/1069-1142) 
Najm al-d�n �Umar Nasaf� was a famous and active scholar of his time and his 
teachers are said to have numbered five-hundred and fifty while his works 
were said to have amounted to a hundred or so in number. 

He was a writer who was a scholar of religion and in the present work he 
looks at Sufism with an inimical attitude. For this reason he exclusively treats 
of the evil doings he accuses them of. Sometimes he calls Sufi groups by fictive 
or insulting names like the foolish ones or the lazy ones which with certainty 
does not designate any group himself. 

The source of the printed text is the manuscript number O Nov. 404 of the 
Uppsala University Library. It is a defective manuscript with poor handwrit-
ing. Since Zetterstéen did not understand the particulars of the manuscript he 
did not really present it in his catalogue. (Cf. Zetterstéen, vol. I, p. 313). 

12. Firaq al-muta�avvifah by Najm al-d�n �Umar ibn Mu�ammad 
al-Nasaf� 
This manuscript is a translation into Arabic of the previous book. It is in the 
Library of the Municipality of Alexandria in Egypt with number 3952. It is 
described in the catalogue of that library (Y. Ziedan, vol. II, p. 184).  

During a trip to Egypt last year I requested a filmed copy of this manuscript 
and through the kindness of Dr. Youssef Ziedan, head of the Great Library of 
Alexandria, it was placed at my disposition for which I thank him. 

13. Tafs�r �yat al-n�r by Ibn S�n� (370-428/980-1037) 
�yat al-n�r is one of the most beautiful mystical verses (�y�t) of the Qur’�n 
and has always been favored by men of letters and mystics. Some of them have 
written their own personal interpretation of this �yah and Ibn S�n� is one of 
them. The present treatise by him has been described in the catalogues. 
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The manuscript of this work is in the Library of the University of Istanbul 
with number 1458 and there is a microfilm of it in the Uppsala University 
Library (Ritter Collection, MF 15:3254, 3457). 

Lewin and Löfgren have mentioned it in the catalogue of the Arabic mi-
crofilms of the Library of the University of Uppsala (p. 173). 

14. Shar� al-Qa��dah al-r���niyyah; a Qa��dah by Shams al-d�n 
Mu�ammad ibn Ashraf al-Samarqand� (died 722/1322) with an 
explanation by one of his contemporaries 
Shams al-d�n al-Samarqand� was a philosopher, logician, mathematician, as-
tronomer and wrote many books. The present qa��dah is a poem by him which 
was composed in imitation of the Qa��dah of the Soul by Ibn S�n�. A contem-
porary � perhaps one of his students � has commented it. The editor has also 
published the original qa��dah by Ibn S�n� in the introduction so that readers 
can compare them. Furthermore a list of the works of Samarqand� along with 
explantions has been included in the introduction.  

The principle manuscript of the published text is found as number 4072 in 
the library of Aya Sofya and a microfilm copy of it is in the Uppsala University 
Library (Ritter Collection, MF 15:3111). This treatise was presented by 
Lewin and Löfgren in their catalogue (p. 161). 

15. Ris�lah fi al-futuvvah by Kam�l al-d�n �Abd al-Razz�q al-
K�sh�n� (died 736/1335). 
�Abd al-Razz�q K�sh�n� is a famous Sufi writer who produced important works 
in Persian and Arabic. He wrote the present treatise at the request of one of 
the Sufis of Tabr�z. 

The manuscript of the present treatise is found in the Library of Aya Sofya 
in Turkey as number 4875, (microfilm in the Uppsala University Library, 
Ritter Collection, MF 15:3085), (See p. 229 and 317 of the catalogue by 
Lewin and Löfgren). 

On the same microfilm there is also an elegant ghazal by the same author 
which has been included in the introduction. Further I have described five 
other treatises also found on the same microfilm in order to bring them to the 
attention of researchers. 

16. Al-Arba��n �ad�san f� 	alab al-�ilm wa ta��m al-�ulam�’ by 
Mu�ammad ibn Mu�ammad ibn Mu�ammad ibn Dihq�n al-
Gh�z� al-Samarqand� (known to be alive in the year 913/1508). 
In the beginning of the treatise the author states, “The pagans attacked 
Samarqand, destroyed the city and took the people captive and tortured 
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them.” The author fled from the city and took refuge in the mountains where 
he settled in a village. The notables of the district took advantage of his pres-
ence there and sent their sons to him for instruction. He even wrote the pre-
sent forty �ad�s on the importance of knowledge and scholars for them. He has 
left it as a memorial of the past. 

The only manuscript of this memorial is now preserved in the Library of 
the University of Uppsala as number O Nov. 196 and Zetterstéen has pre-
sented it in his catalogue (pp. 132�134). 

17. Faz
l al-qiy�m bi-l-sal	anah by Jal�l al-d�n al-Suy
�� 
(849�911/1445-1505) 
Al-Suy
��, the famous man of letters and learned �ad�s-scholar from Egypt, 
was one of the most prolific writers among the scholars of the Islamic world. 
There are six treatises by him in a manuscript found in the Uppsala University 
Library with the shelfmark O St. 99 described by Tornberg in his catalogue 
(p. 134�137). 

The editor has presented all six treatises in the introduction to the present 
book but has only included the text of the three which he found to be the 
most interesting. Of special interest are the two treatises on the rules of king-
ship and government and on swimming. 

A few words about al-Suy
�� 

Al-Suy
�� has written essays and books on many subjects. He was extremely 
capable in letters and traditional fields of knowledge because of his excellent 
memory and astounding comprehension of the sources and authorities of the 
past yet at the same time he was incapable of reasoning. His books on �ad�s, 
which demonstrate his sovereign control over the texts of �ad�s, reflect the 
intellectual decline of Islamic society and of the perversions and lies which 
were attached to the Prophet in the guise of �ad�s. 

The example which I will mention here is the word sul	�n which is used 
repeatedly in the treatise Faz
l al-qiy�m bi al-sal	anah. These same traditions 
and examples were quoted by Suy
�� in his al-J�mi� al-�agh�r. 

In pre-Islamic Arabic and in classical Islam sul	�n is not used as ‘king’. Usu-
ally the word malik is used in Arabic for that concept. The word sul	�n occurs 
thirty-seven times in the Qur’�n in the meaning ‘proof, sign, wrath, predomi-
nence’ according to the dictionary.6 It was not until much later that this word 
came to be used in the meaning ‘king’ in Arabic. 

In the present treatise Faz
l al-qiy�m bi al-sal	anah the word sul	�n is used 
in both of the aforementioned meanings. Naturally, wherever it occurs in the 
                               
6 According to the Wensinck’s dictionary this word is used in the �ad�s of the �i��� �itta only 
in the same meaning as the Qur’�n. 
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meanings of the Qur��n or the Arabic of classical Islam one can ponder over 
whether it (the had�s under consideration) can be traced back to the Prophet 
or not. But wherever it occurs in the meaning ‘king’ one can be certain that it 
is not original but was construed later in this meaning in order to promote 
royal power. Since kings have always been the basic possessors of power in all 
ages it is natural to find their hand everywhere in the manipulation and ex-
ploitation of religion. 

The second group of people who manipulated religion more than other 
classes of society and misused it for their own benefit were some of the reli-
gious jurisprudents and mullas who were quite active in this area. They even 
justified and explained the oppression and injustice of the rulers through relig-
ion and constructed �ad�s for their benefit and supported them. Above all they 
claimed that they were the successors of the Prophet and demanded tribute 
from the people. Also in this area they were very active and invented �ad�s for 
their own benefit. For example “The learned men of my community are like 
the prophets of the Jews” (or … “are more excellent than the prophets of the 
Jews”) or “there are two areas of knowledge, knowledge of medicine and 
knowledge of religion” and so on with examples of the kind that everyone who 
has worked with literature has observed. 

From one angle it is worthwhile to compare Suy
�� with Mu�ammad B�qir 
Majlis� (died 1111/1700), the renowned jurisprudent and �ads-scholar from the 
end of the Safavid period. In the comparison the following circumstances be-
come obvious. 

1) Suy
�� was a free man who was not affiliated with any court. He was 
considered to be a man of learning in the customary meaning of the time. 

Majlis� was attached to the court of the Safavids and his duty was to 
strengthen the boundary between the Shi�ites and the Sunnis; he was the 
foremost individual responsible for making the Shi�ite community look foolish 
and he was the holder of the largest budget and receiver of prizes from the 
Safavid rulers. 

2) Suy
�� was a great and refined man of letters and an able poet; he had 
mastered the laws of rhetoric and literature and, in short, he was a king in the 
field of letters. He even selected rhymed and metered words and expressions 
for the titles of his books and his many treatises. And although he was inter-
ested in mysticism and sometimes even defended the mystics, there is no trace 
of the morale or scent of mysticism in his own works. This circumstance illus-
trates his prominence in religion and the firmness of religion in his thought. 

Even though Majlis� was a learned man he had no taste for letters and he 
kept his distance from the world of poetry. He understood poetry as cere-
mony.7 He was preoccupied with �ad�s and because he was not honest he justi-
fied and commented �ad�s to the advantage of the Safavid rulers; as a result he 

                               
7 I published his explanation upon the T�’iyyah by Di�bil al-Khuz�’� in Tehran in 1358 (1980) 
“Sharh Ta’iyyah, by Majlisi”. 
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was disavowed by his contemporaries. Thus M�r Law�� Sabzav�r�, a learned 
contemporary of his, demonstrates in his Kif�yat al-muhtad� how Majlis� has 
fabricated �ad�s and strongly rebukes him for this.8 

In his works Majlis� treats the �ufis with utmost sarcasm. He even justifies 
the Sufism of his father Mu�ammad Taq� Majlis� as being based on his desire 
to bring Sufism back to the right path. He himself had no inclinations toward 
Sufism. In spite of all this hostility toward Sufism the name which he gave to 
the greatest of his scientific works “the Seas of Light” has a tincture of Sufism. 
This matter shows his inability in letters and his susceptibility to Sufism. 
Even if the expression “Bi��r al-anv�r” is taken from the �ad�s material it does 
not account for the above adduction. 

3) The works of both Suy
�� (in �ad�s) and Majlis� are illustrations of the 
decay of Islamic society. Suy
��’s works are a mirror of society. In his writings 
he is a compiler and collector of the scattered cultural material of the society 
around him. 

The works of Majlis� are not, however, a mirror of society. In collecting 
�ad�s, he gathers stories, superstitions and nonsense from the old books and 
gives it a new ideological coloring in his works. He articulated a special culture 
worthy of consideration by the Safavid rulers. Because of this, Majlis�’s work 
gives off the odor of decay of the politics of the era. 

These two men (Suy
�� and Majlis�) together with others represented the 
degeneration of Islamic society which remained in place until some centuries 
later, with the fall of the Qajars in Iran and the Ottomans in Turkey, the Is-
lamic country reached a point which sounded a warning. 

18. If�dat al-khubr bi-na��ih f� ziy�dat al-�umr wa naq�ih by Jal�l al-
d�n al-Suy
�� 
This is a treatise on longevity. The number of the Ms. is O St. 99 in the 
Uppsala University Library. 

19. Al-B��ah fi al-sib��ah by Jal�l al-d�n al-Suy
�� 
This is an interesting treatise on swimming. The author maintains that the 
Prophet of Islam and some of his companions knew how to swim. The num-
ber of the Ms. is O St. 99 in the Uppsala University Library. 

                               
8 I prepared the Kif�yat al-muhtad� in a fitting manner for an edition based on a number of 
manuscripts among them the valuable manuscript of the library of my late father M. Jal�l 
Mu�addis Urmav�. However I did not receive permission to publish it. After I had left Iran I 
heard that a publisher in Tehran has printed the book in a mutilated and defective manner with 
deletion of the author’s criticism and serious contents, and fortunately with omission of my 
name. 
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20. Nas�m al-sa�ar (takhm�s d�v�n al-vatariyy�t) by Majd al-d�n ibn 
Rash�d al-Baghd�d� (died 622/1264) 
Some years ago the Library of the University of Uppsala purchased the valu-
able manuscript of this book. As the folios at the beginning, end and middle 
were missing, the title of the book and its author were unknown. In the corre-
sponding article in the Persian introduction the editor has identified and pre-
sented the author of the book and the title and provided other information 
surrounding it. The reproduction of the folios of this manuscript have been 
published here precisely to allow researchers to comprehend how truly valuable 
it is. It’s shelfmark in the library is O Nov. 743. 

Appendix: Presentation of the manuscript of Jal�l u Jam�l by 
Am�n Nazl�b�d� (died ca 855/1451) 
This manuscript is one of the most valuable of the Uppsala University Library, 
with 34 miniatures (number O Nov. 2). It is written by Sul��n �Al� Q�yin� at 
the year 908/1502-3. 

In 2002 the Uppsala University Library published a reproduction of the 
manuscript with the miniatures in the form of a CD-ROM. At the beginning 
of the CD the writer of these lines wrote an introduction in Persian, English 
and Swedish as a presentation of the manuscript, the author, the copyist as 
well as the date of production. After revision and correction that introduction 
has been reprinted here. 
 
     
  Thursday, December 22, 2005 
 
     
  �Al� Mu�addis 
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